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Update on Ukraine – Growing Our Way Home – July 30, 2022
The war continues unabated in Ukraine, but the flow of refugees has slowed significantly. That
has allowed us to shift our focus from humanitarian aid to re-establishing livelihoods for
refugees, orphans, and widows. Central to this effort is agricultural support for the most
vulnerable families. Rather than receiving handouts, our families are investing in new futures –
establishing themselves in new homes and developing the means to feed themselves. To reflect
the changing nature of the program, Alessia has renamed her project “Growing Our Way Home”.
Our biggest push during the summer growing season has been giving 300-450 seedlings (a
variety of vegetables) to 117 of our most vulnerable families. Food production in small garden
plots is critical to avoid famine this winter, as many men are fighting the war so agricultural
production is way down and Russians are bombing large, ripening wheat fields to destroy the
wheat harvest. Because of the short growing season, Ukraine has many large greenhouses that
grow seedlings for transplant when the weather warms. Our seedlings are therefore already
producing a wonderful harvest.

We have also given a nanny goat and kid (for milk) and poultry (for eggs) to 29 of our neediest
families. We started with chickens, but the chicks require feed and medicine to do well, so we
switched to ducks and geese which are much hardier and can eat grass. This is how much these
ducklings grew in just three weeks.
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Now

This family of 11 (a grandmother, 5 daughters and 5 granddaughters) are part of our agriculture
program. They shared how grateful they were from their hearts for the goat they received
because now all the children will have milk.

We still have 54 families pleading for poultry and goats. Alessia also desperately wants a good
chainsaw so they can start preparing firewood for the families for the winter. Alessia has been
given a permit to harvest wood from trees that have already died and fallen in the forest, but the
trees are quite large so they need a powerful saw. This is her wish list:
Poultry: $38 per family * 54 families
Goats: $126 * 7 families
Chainsaw: $785
We are still offering a 2:1 match for our project in Ukraine, so a $13 donation would help one
family with poultry and a $42 donation would enable the purchase of a goat for one family. A
$262 donation would fund a chainsaw.
Thank you so much for extending love to the Ukrainian people!
Sincerely,
Lisa, Christina, & the Global Pearls Team

